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Entrance pathway
and parking space
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The main house
and spring fountain
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Stairs to the second house
with 3 rooms
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The main entrance
and stone statue
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First glance insight
and reception on the right
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The games room
with pool table
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The games room
different angle
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Main corridor
with rooms either side
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The kitchen
with recycle area
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The kitchen
main cooking and social area
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The kitchen
wall storage space
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The winter garden
long dinning table
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The winter garden
fire place
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The winter garden
buffet space
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The main garden
with hamocks, pizza oven and outside tables
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Wintergarden outside
and tipis
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Pizza oven and workspace 
Bike storage / work bench
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Fire wood pile
and washing line
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2nd house corridor
with three rooms
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The biggest room (downstairs)
in the 2nd house
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The biggest room (downstairs)
different view, towards door
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The biggest room (upstairs)
in the 2nd house
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The second garden area
next to the second house
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One of the rooms
in the main house
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One of the rooms
in the main house
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Pool area
with sauna, sacusi


